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1.1 In many parts of semantic research, one of the core themes that we are interested 

in is the treatment and clarification of "MEANING" to its true essence. This study, until 

now, has succeeded in arriving at some remarkable results in several ways. But there have 

always been man y philosophical arguments against an ultimate meaning from the beginning 

of ph ilosophical linguistics. And we must admit that there has been no decisive conclusion 

about it. Meaning seems to be something impossible to grasp, just like the mystery of life. 

We are going to try to discover the features and structure of meaning, especially "word

meaning", from the point of view of lexicology. We, of course, do not expect to get a 

conclusive answer to what a Jreal word-meaing is or what the nature of its structure is. But 

we can arrive at a more satisfying stage of word-meanig, and explain it as a communica

tion media or a literary tool in our social life. 

1. 2 In establishing the basic condition of meaning by means of the so-called triangle of 

meaning, which relates the symbol, thought and referent, Ogden and Richards divide the 

large function of language into two parts. One is referential and the other evocative. The 

forme r function is concerned with scientific usage and the latter with the more emotional 

usages such as poetry. But our usual use of words is related to both parts. Therefore, we 

ha ve to recognize the mean ing of wo rds -according to the situation in which they are used. 

And all word-meanings ha ve voluntary and expedient significations. If we assent to this, we 

cannot agree with a static, analytic method of meaning such as Ogden and Richards. 

They suggested three categories with 16 kinds of meanings.! But these meanings are not 

the actual meanings, which ultimately have complex faces . Thus our quetion is: if one 

doubts these static analysis, can one understand the real structure of meaning (word-meanig) 

by a synthetic method? 

1 Ogden and Richards, The Meaning of Meaning, pp . 186-7. 
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(11) 

2 . 1 The term "MEANING" is taken as expressing certain elements of the mental events 

occurring connected with words in minds of peopleth inking, speak ing, writing, hearing, or 

reading the words, and moreover of people acting. And the term "LANGUAGE" whose 

components consist mostly of words, is taken as expressing certain elements of the com

munication media in social life. In one word, the study of word-meaning, as of all socio

psychic phenomena, deals with a combination of both psychology and sociology. 

And now, let us have a good look at ~Thc Philosophy in a New Key written by S. K. 

Langer. There she insists as follows: 

"There is in fact no quality of meaning; its essence lies in the realm of logic, where one 

does not deal with qualities, but only with relation ... . It is better, perhaps, to say; 'Mean

ing is not a quality, but a function of a term ' . A function is a pattern viewed with reference 

to one special term round which it centers; this pattern emerges when we look at the given 

term in its total relation to the other terms about it".2 

2.2 Langer's opinion, quoted above, helps much 111 our building up of word-meaning 

structure. And we have also taken a hint from the method of psychologica l word-associa

tion tests. We have for a long time taken tests of the free association of words to indicate 

the real concept. And we suppose that the concept is identica l with the meaning. In talking 

about things we have a concept of them which is not the thing and this concept symbolizes, 

directly means. So a test of free word -association wou ld be a va luable method to seize the 

meaning category of a certain word. 

The associated word (response) for a given word (stimulus) have the elements indicat

ing what it means. If we could collect the w hole sum of associated words for a given word 

from people who speak the language including that word, we are inclined to take these 

associated words as meanings or significations (functions) of it. Perhaps these wou ld be 

shown all the elements of what it means to people. But we could actually do is to take a 

sample test. The ideal of collecting all associated words for a given word is actually impos-

sible. 

(Ill) 

3.1 If we had all the responses of all the people who belong to a given linguistic group, 

2 S. K. Langer, The Philosophy ill a New Key, p. 56. 
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we could treat the data statistically to get the real sum of meanings for the tested word~ . 

It is also an important and va luable research on the side of cultural history to understand 

what a word means or what the crystallization of meaning is. This would be a key to 

describe how they respond, what they do and what they think of when doing it. In this 

line of thought, we could remember Anton Marty's out-look on language. He said "A 

la nguage is an external manifesta tion of a people-spirit". It is common sense that meaning is 

a problem to be considered in epistemology or psychology in \'V'hichwe study intuition, 

perception, emotion, etc. 

Charles Bally also had a plan to ma ke an "associative field" 6f word meaning, even 

though he unfortunately had no time to develop it. 3 

3.2 So called Saussure's "Rapports associatifs" is also a gift ~to us as a suggestion. This 

is a radial structure to be built of allied phonetic, morphological and semantic relations as 

follows:' 
( enSeignement) 

err~i9ner " \~iement , ' 
8llSe!9nons ' '. justlTlent 

eJc' appnint issage ChiplfJem~" ,e,tc 
.ete' edljcatiOn arln?ment e tC,_ 

gic Bt.? 

But it is difficult to explain the real function of meaning because allied I elation ship among 

these words is artificial. 

And then there is S. Ullmann ~ who wishes to show the semantic field by means of a 

correlation between a name and a sense for a word. Ht has succeeded in making a rule 

for the relationship betweeen words_ But he rould not include at one time all the significa-

tions which we think are a function 'of meaning under the condition that one name and 

one sense combine to one word: 5 

Sl S2- --S3---S4 

(IV) 

4. 1 Finally, we believe that the essence of meaning can be grasped by means of a test of 

3 Charles Ball y, Linguistique ge,uirale, p. 133. 
, F . de Saussure, COllrs de linguistiqure genera le , p. 175. 
5 S. UlImann, The Princeples DJ Semantics , p. 78. 
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psychological word-association. The concrete method of a sample test which we administered 

was as follows: 

4.1. 1 The test was administered to the senior boys in high school. They were, on the 

average, 17 years old, a stage in their development at which they are very sensitive 

and meet things with a greater sensibility and power of imagination than at any other 

age_ There are 60 boys, total members of one class room. 6 

4. 1.2 They were given season words, family designations and words designating prof

essions, and were to write the associated words, allowing 2 or 3 minutes per word. 

4.1.3 All of them showed the responses for all tested words. Following nouns and 

phrases are the responses from them. The numbers in the parentheses indicate the 

frequency of their responses. 

Being of somewhat limited range, this test, perhaps, would give only a partial reflection 

of all the actual meaning functions. 

CV) 

5.1. Spring 

A: sprou ts(l7) azalea (8) a willow flute( 4) willow catkins(2) persatilla koreana(2) golden

lawn (2) golden-ball flowers(2) barley fields (2) you ng trees(l) a dandelion(l) violet(l) 

plum-blossom(1) peach-blossom(l) wild-vegetables(l) 

B: swallows(lO) butterfly(6) bee(l) dragonfly(l) tadpole(l) a herd of chicken(l) cuckoo(l) 

c: heat-hazing mist(l4) drizzling rain (7) st ream-water (3) a st ream(1) a rice nursery(l) 

clouds(1) 

D: vernal-equinox(2) the pleasant days of springtime(1) marchspring(1) barley days(l) 

April fool(1) expected season(l) 

E: a party under the cherry-blossoms(6) rice-transplantation (5) Icongratulation in/passing 

the entrance exam of school( 4) a picnic(3) entrance to higher school (3) new school year 

(3) hiking(2) new beginning of life(2) cultivating(2) visting the ancestral graveyard(l) 

recuperation(l) house-repairing(l) field picnic(l) avec(l) the graduation ceremony(l) 

fishing(l) girls who seek to take up the field vegetables(l) working place( l) beginning 

of struggle for existence(l) 

F: home town(l ) a friend who lives In one's home town ( l ) a kite(l) recollection to one's 

mother(l) going to the theatre(l ) 

e They were 2nd year students in Kyong-Hee High School in 1965. 
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G: hope (2) liberation from the hibernation(1) languid(1) growing up of all creatures(l) 

genial(1) warm(1) agony(l) feeling-transformation(1) mind sprouting(l) mind restless(l) 

reinforcement of appetite(l) revival(l) stir(l) a dissipated mood(l) action(l) lively 

step(1) 

5.2. Summer 

A: tree-shadow( 4) popula(l) fresh verdure(l) morning-glory(1) zinnia(l) garden flower(l) 

oasis(1) 

B: 8y(3) singing sound of insects(3) singing of cicadas(3) camel(1) chicken(1) frog(l) 

flea(l) noisy-cricket(1) cuckoo(1) mosquito(1) mosquito-fire(l) frog's crying(1) the glow 

of a firefly(l) 

c: sea(l4) shower rain(6) flood (4) the burning sun(2) rainbow(l) river(2) gigantic 

columns of clouds(1) typhoon(l) heat-hazing mist(l) lake(l) sea-wave(l) the sun(l) 

c1esert(1) wood(1) water(1) thunder(1) lightening(l) 

D: rainy season(5) brain inflammation (4) mid-summer(3) the people who have met the 

flood disaster(3) summer solstice(2) flood disaster(l) drops of sweat(l) drought(l) 

cholera(l) Liberation day of Korea(1) farming season(l) the Dan-O festival(l) 

E: Sea-swimming(l6) camping(8) summer vacation(6) moving(3) hiking(2) summering(2) 

boat play(2) trip(2) fishing(2) athletic meeting(l) diving(l) room skating(l) moneyless 

trip(l) rice-transplantation(1) expecting to fa11(1) survey trip for the historic remains(l) 

insect collection (1) you th -business/love-hunting/ (1) 

F: my bir.thday(1) someone who I 10ve(1) Negro(1) crowds in a swimming place(l) fruits(6) 

G: i) a water melon(3) green grapes(3) ice tea(3) cider(2) ice cake(2) field strawberry(2) 

a melon(1) pudding/prepared with wheat Bour/(l) food that is going bad(1) a shop 

where are various fishes(l) 

ii) electric fan(3) wondoomak / a look out set up in the field(l) a refrigerator(l) a sunny 

umbrella(l) sun glasses(l) a strawcap(1) a running shirt(l) a boat(l) 

iii) lazy(3) ennui(l) white(2) sleepy(l) nap(1) cooling(l) going to bed(l) neat and 

clear(l) put off/some clothes/ (1) fresh and cool(l) fashion(1) 

5.3. Autumn 

A: the fallen leaves(21) the crimson foliagc (l2) a field chrysanthemum(8) a cosmos/ flower/ 

(7) a scarecrow(6) a chrysanthemum (4) the fruits (3) fructification(2) a roasting 

chest-nut(2) a persimmon(2) riceplant(2) a bunch of chestnuts(1) a dried persimmon 

(1) a soft persimmon(1) a rice plant yellow(1) a songpyon/a rice cake stuffed with 
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bean jam(1) a red pepper(1 ) a gourd on the straw roof(1) golden lawn(l) a new 

sprout(1) 

B: a cricket(9) the singing sound of insects(4) a wild goose(3) a red dragon-fly(3) a 

squirrel(2) a swarm of swallows (2) a roasted sparrow(1) a grasshopper(1) 

C: sky(5) blue sky(2) the fullmoon (2) dusk (2) moon-light(2) moon night(2) a drop of 

cold dew(2) milky way (1) a cot tonlike cloud(l) wood lane(1) a softly falling rain(1 ) 

a drop of morning dew (1) frost(l) wind(1) cool wind(1) a star(l) 

D: the season of deep sky and fat horse(8) a season we befriend the lamp(6) Choosuk/ 

the midfall festival(5) the great 15 th of August / by lunar calendar(3) the autumnal 

equinox day(2) Korean Alphabet Day(1) 

E: a harvest(ll) a picnic(7) sports( 4) Kimjang/ pickling vegetables/ (3) the preparation 

to the winter life(2) moon sight(2) visiting one's ancestral tombs(2) fishing(l) hiking 

(1) date(1) an athletic meeting( l ) the Olympic Game(1) 

F: the east wind/ bolt a door with boiled carrot/ (1) a wandering traveller(1) a private 
I 

talking (l) a clothes which has long sleeves(l) typhoid fever(1 ) a village named 

Bamnamoogol/ chestnut trees/ (1) 

G: i) loneliness(6) c1eanness(3) sadness(3) pityfulness (2) beauty(2) coolness( l ) unea

siness(1) pure feeling(1 ) solitary(1) loose(1) feeling cool(l ) sorrowful(1 ) bright(1 ) 

miss/ longing/ (1) 

ii) reading(18) imagination ( 4) suicide( 4) pessimism(2) meditation(1) waiting(l) attach

ment to the study(1) studying(1) 

5_4. Winter 

A: snow, white snow(19) a camellia flower(3) an ice pillar (3) ice(3) a night when snow 

falls down(4) a morning when snow has come(3) bonelike branch of tree(3) a snow 

storm(2) a slipping road(2) snow sight(l) a snow lied on a garden(l) a snow man ( l ) 

B: lice(1) bed-bug(1) / mosquito(l) / 

C: a full moon(2) a night of moon light(l) frost(1) the crying wires in the northern 

wind(1) breath(1) 

D: Christmas(l6) New Year morning(4) The day of New Year (4) the winter solstice(3) 

the deep winter(2) Choosuk(l) the last season(1) 

E: skating(12) ski(6) winter vacation( 4) snow struggle(3) hunting(3) sleighing (3) the 

entrance exam(2) Yut play(2) a deep night as we roast and eat chestnuts(2) a year end 

party(l ) bonus(1) Ing-O fishing (l) Imformation to the passing students in the entrance 
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exam(l) Tae Kwan Ryong/ hill top of Tae Kwan ( l ) theatre(l) playing in the detached 

drawing room of country(1) Korean seasaw play(1) agriculture music play(l) Korean 

card play( l ) ktte(l ) worrying about the coal(l) 

F : frost-bite(1) catching a cold(l) thief(1) 

G: i) a sto ve(7) a cup of hot tea(4) warming place of the Boor (4) a sunny place(3) a 

pair of gloves(3) under the sheet of bed (l) heating apparatus (l) wool(l ) an over

coat (1) warming oneself with fire(l ) 

ii) a salesman who sells the roasted chestnuts(8) a roasted sweet potato(6) rice gruel 

mixed with red bean (l) a ground-nut(l) a frozen pollack(l) a salesman who sells 

the glutinous rice cake(l) a salesman who sells the buckwheat pasty curd(1) 

iii) gloomy(1) warm(1) dark( l) be gone away(1) the last(1) the immobility(1) the 

death(1) the pleasure of New Year salutation(1) 

5_ 5.1. Father 

A: rigour(13) dignity(ll) benevolence(9) diligence( 4) understanding(3) stability(3) 

stickness (3) money(3) faithfulness (2) authority(2) love(2) hero(2) dread(2) respon

sibility(2) up to date(1) peaceful(1) Buddhistic(1) cheerfulness(l) wisdom(l) tender

ness(l) nostalgia ( l ) noble(l) etiquette(l) smile( l ) boldness(l) good(l) simplicity (l) 

B: Makkullijrice wine of inferior quality (8) obstinacy(5) a keesaeng/girl(4) unadaptability 

(3) nervousness (3) cold (3) bluntness(2) hard working and poverty(2) a weak-kneed 

and bigoted person (2) an obstinate person(l) a dandy(1) unkindness(1) miser(l) in

comprehension(1) mistaking(1 ) quick temper(1 ) 

C: art (2) sport ( l ) fi shing( l ) shoes(l) c1othes(1) newspaper(l) moustaches(l) bald-head 

(1) moving picture(1) 

D: indifference(1) a habitual drinker ( l ) a sentimentalist(l) dangerous(l) a martyr(1 ) 

pitiful(l ) 

5. 5.2. Mother 

A: benevolence(l6) love( l 3) tenderness(6) religion (3) understanding(3) obedience(3) 

naive(3) maternal affection(2) beauty(2) sincerity(2) advise(2) enthusiasm(2) kindness 

(2) youthful (2) respectable(l) aspiration(l) effort(l) warmness(1) patience(l) charity 

(1) humble(1) education(1) friendliness(1) loveliness(l ) charms(l) exellence(l) helpful 

(1) fruga/(1 ) the great woman(l ) wise mother and good wife(l) rose(1) sheep(1) 

diligence(l) up to date(l) 

B: nervousness(4) obstinate(3) rigour (2) egoism(2) money (1) Gye/ mutual financing as- -
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sociation / (l) uneven(1 ) jealousY(l) napping(l ) interruption(1) impolite(1) selfishness 

(1) run to extremes(l) strictness(l) indifference(1) weakness(l) vanity(l) ignorance(l) 

C: sadness/ crying (8) anxiety (7) a banker(S) to appeal her indebtedness to someone(3) 

hard working and poverty(2) loneliness(2) miss(l) conference(l) 

D: apple juice(l) wrinkles (3) fatty(2) Korean two-pieces/ chimajeogori(2) clothes(l) a 

sewing machine(l ) tiger(l) Western style dress(l) rubber shoes(1) 

S. 6. 1. Politician 

A; wine, drinking (4) dignity (4) smile(4) a patriotist (4) shake-hand(3) smoking(3) 

diplomatic talent (3) generosity (3) the ministerial party(3) the opposition party(3) 

oratory(3) resolution (3) shameless(3) splendour(2) a law student of SNU(2) the elec

tion(1) the political funds(1) compromise(1) an ambitious person(l ) the great power 

(1) pride(1) personality(l ) public opinion(l) assertion(1 ) purity(l) power(l) money 

(1) tea room(l ) eloquence(l ) something strengthen(1 ) technique ( l) the art of social 

intercourse ( l ) an able man(1 ) a philanthropist(1) demonstration(l) Western style 

clothes(1) active(l) vi tal(1 ) tolerance ( l) true heart(l ) equality(l) wide(1) freshness 

(1) devotion(l ) a table where someone drinks with(l) woman/ girl/Cl) success(1) 

responsbility(1) boast(l ) 

B: corruption(7) accumulation of wealth by means of evil way(7) conBict(S) a person 

who is chattering(S) threat (4) a hypocrite(4) cunning(4) the conBict between the 

part ies(4) a robber (4) exaggeration (4) abusing(3) a person who is triBing(3) dog' s 

speech(3) terror , terrorist (3) the false(3) a double faced person(3) a savage deed (3) 

a car for private using (2) self-conceit(2) Battery (2) the lack of ability(2) a lie(2) a 

factio nal strife ( 2) arrogance(1) self-righteous(1 ) vanity(l) tyranny(l) entrapping(l ) a 

punch ( l ) an opportunist / sakkura/( l) nerveousness( l ) troublemaker(l) skil\(l) luxury 

(1 ) slanderousness(l) opposition(l ) rejection(l ) a betrayer(l) a rebel(l) a war(1) a 

wolf( l) a rascal ( l ) a drug salesman (l) a gang of roughs ( l ) mal versation( l ) tricke ry 

(1) conspiracy(l) a brazen face(l) an ephemeral existence ( l ) a swindler ( l ) a coward 

(1) a villa inous retainer(1 ) misery(1) leeds(l) a blade(1) tear(l) fabrication(l ) a 

person who has not established his reputation ( l) an egoist(l) the politica l confusion(l) 

a disgraceful behaviour(l) the sadness(l) a dwarf' s dance in a circus(l) 

C: / 4 names of poli tician/Cho Byong-ok(l ) Shin Ik -hee(l) Rhee Seung-mann ( l ) Adolf 

Hitler ( l ) 

D: speech eS) the pri vileged class(3) a conference(3) a newspaper(2) a president (2) a 
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person who conceals his own face (2) the nation(l) journey (l ) a foreign tour(l) a world 

travelling(l) the national assembly(l) an interview with the reporters(l) a citizen(l) 

noncitizen(l) the democracy(l) gulf(l) fishing(l) a person who is abuseq(l ) a person 

who has an agony(l) a person who is busy(l) a servant(l) a boss(l) appointed to a 

distinguished office(l) the crown(l) a representer(l) the position(l) administration(l) 

honor(l) visiting a foreign country(l) a sight-seeing visitor(1) a person who is beg

ging(l) Golden age(l) The Korean-Japanese Conference(l) counting fraction of 5 and 

over as a whole number and disregarding the rest(1) 

5 _ 6_ 2_ A religious man 

A: the faith(3) the holiness(3) the benevolence(2) the truth(1) the reality(1) dignity(l) 

collapse(l) proper guidance(1) true heart(l) a mind of 10ve(1) commonness(l) sublime 

(1) piety(l) the peace(l) sincerity(1) faithfullness(1) devotion(1) gentleness(1) charity 

(1) sacred(l) solemnity(1) rigour(l) reverence(l ) the belief(1) believing mind(l) 

meditation(1) philosophy(1) calmness(l) a saint(1) a lucky boy(1) the great man(1 ) a 

person who will be a great man(1) 

B: hypocrite(5) a person who is chattering(3) a thief(3) nervousness(3) hypocrisy(2) 

fanaticism (2) a mask with untruth ( l) a person who collects the contrition money(l) 

a habitual liar(1) beating on a board(l) pretending to be a good man(1) a fool(l) a 

mad man(1) escaping from the secularism(l) mental derangement(l) Presbyterian Park/ 

a leader of a branch of Korean protestantism(1) the temptation of self-interest(l) an 

unearned income(l) money(1) a husky voice(l) miserliness(1) opium(1) obstinate(l) 

C: Buddhistic monks(5) Protestant ministers( 4) Catholic fathers (3) God( 4) Jesus Christ 

(3) nuns(3) a Christian (3) a belicver(l ) grandmother(l) Protestant deacon(1) Ca

tholicism(l) Buddhism(1) a person who has a weak will power(1) a person who pres

ses his own nature(1) 

D: a church(5) The Bible(4) Catholic church (3) Buddhistic tcmple(3) divine service 

(3) praying(3) The Cross(3) The book of hym!ls(3) a wooden gong/ Buddhism(l) 

The Heaven(l) a bell in the church(1) 

5_ 6. 3. Farmer 

A: diligence(10) simpLicity(9) unsophisticated (3) peaceful (3) naive(3) laborious(3) 

faithful(l) substantial(1 ) pleasu re (1) kindness(1) love(l) cooperation(1) the great 

nature(1) the highest authority(1) sightseeing(l) freshness( l ) simple(1) ~oundness(l) 

mild(1) common(1) peace(1) stickness(1 ) patience(1) hero(l ) sweat(1) sincerity(l} 
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effort(l) honesty(1) babylike(1) natural(l) an ant(1) purity(l) 

B: ignorance(3) poor(3) Korean ca rd play(3) uncivilized(l) illiterate person(l) complain 

( 1) stupid ( l) play(l ) coarse ( l) lower class people/ ssangnom/ (1) being bothered(l) 

rags(l) a life of hard working(l ) a life of third class(l) pitiful ( l ) a person who is 

miserable(1) starving(l) a black face(1) biled barley(l) 

C: grandfathor(1) grandmothor(1) women(l) communist(l) boys and girls(l) a person 

who is digging up the ground(l) wage earner(l) people who are happy ( l) 

D: rice(6) cow(6) sweat(6) earth(6) fields (5) labour(4) wine(4) weeding hoe(4) Mak

kulli(4) large size hoe(4) small size hoe(4) rice plant (4) a rice field(4) barley(4) 

hemp clothes(3) an A-frame(3) corns(3) Korean style coat and trousers (3) mountain 

(3) boiled rice(3) rubber shoes(3) rain(3) sky(l) weather(1) a sickle(1) a plough 

(1) fertilizer(1) harvest(l) dung of cow(l) working(l) bean(1) power(1 ) cultivating 

ground(l) a straw hat(l ) beard(l) a strawroof(l) bean paste stew/Korean style(l ) 

linen clothes(l) seed(l) 

E: depth of a mountain ( l ) dawn(l) winter(l) a snake(l) narrow street in a country(l ) 

burning for heating(l ) the credit-union(l) Korean style stove(1) 

(VI) 

6 . 1 Then, let us try to see agam the materials of Chapter 5 with concrete examples 

this time. 

The word proposed, "Summer", makes our eyes turn toward the field at lirst. Next it 

makes our eyes focus a certain point in the field. Our eyes find various kinds of li vi ng 

beings and their organisms. Next our eyes turn toward the sky and we come to think about 

the greatness of Nature. And then we hit upon that which this great Nature brings forth 

for us . This is followed by an awareness of what we must do and how we must make our 

way through accordingly. And we show c:>ur own private secret . And last, the scientific way 

of living that we (Koreans) ha ve lived and the emotional aspect of our life are reBected in 

a ll these experiences and imaginations. 

The proposed word "Father" and the related associations show us the kind of life that 

Father must lead in the modern Korean home and what would be the personal characteristics 

of fatherhood would be. In genera l the positive and apologetic side surpasses the nagative 

and critical attidude. Rigorism and digni ty are juxtaposed with generosity and understand

ing. The definite shape of a person who harmonizes both love and authority appears. This 
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person stands for fatherhood. Whatever the father's social status may be, we can easily 

perceive what the reanfather is in regard to this word group. I think we would foresee the 

dark and bright sides of Korean family life when we enlarge and systematise these word· 

reactions. 

"Religious Man", the next proPJsed wJrd, brought out 24 kinds of words which :referre ( 

to the concrete person: These words made up the whole word group 24/ 81. I n its frequ

ency the proportion is a little higher than one third of the whole, (46: 134) but in regard

ing this material we find a person used to be recognized by his functions . When we scrutinize 

the 24 kinds of words, hatf of them are direct and affirmative expressions and the other 

half is made of cynical satire and irony. As a whole the affirmative reaction and the nega

tive go halves. This, from a certain point of view, seems to reveal the religious state of 

Korea. And when we look more deeply into them, they inform us of the interesting fact 

that the principal religions in Korea are three... Buddhism, Protestantism and Catholicism. 

6 . 2 These association words, which tell us the structure of the meaning of the proposed 

word, have a mutual relationship among themselves and present us with even wider 

suggestions. That is to say, they show us clearly the structure of consciousness, the mental 

state and modes of living of those who use the words. In them the various historical and 

cultural traditions of the people that history and culture of the people who use the words 

show, are hidden and a rapidly changing society is reflected as in a mirror. In a word, 

they signify the features of living human beings. 

Thus it seems beyond doubt that this type of pragmatic investigation of natural languages, 

for example Korean, English etc., is of great importance for an understanding both of the 

behavior of individuals and of the character and development of whole cultures. 

(VII) 

7.1 Reading the above material, we are surprised at the variety and number of the 

words assosiated with a single word. How could it be possible to convey one's thought 

accurately using words that ha ve so many corresponding words hidden in them? We can 

find, however, in everyday conversation such phrases as "knowledge in the narrow 

sense" or "culture in the wide sense" which have a quantifier of the meaning attached. 

In other words we are dimly aware of the amplitude of the meaning vibration a word 

oscillates and accordingly suppose its core and contour. 

Ullmann, perceiving this amplitude, said the essence of the meaning of the word can not 
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be comprehended without the sentence structure, and furthermor e that one cannot help but 

ask the following 5 relations to grasp the meaning: 7 

i) Emotive value 

ii) Semantic range 

iii) Shifts in application 

iv) Polysemy 

v) Homonymy 

Unless these 5 requirPJlIents are satisfied with concrete examples, we can't discuss the mea n

ing of a word. 

John B Carroll enumerates 5 kinds of meaning from a psychological point of view: R 

i) Denotative meaning 

ii) Connotative meaning 

iii) M ea ningfulness 

iv) Situational meaning 

v) Intention vs. meaning 

7.2 But considering the former matter, it does not seem that we can su ppose the process 

of real recognition of a word will take the form of the formall y classified requirement. 

The following semantic anal ysis by Bhartrhari ma y g ive us a good suggestion, however: 9 

U~(prak.,a-dh-.mn l. W1Jrd Uo11verSd lJ 

Pron.:llll'lC OO wQrd(v3,1 ..... to-dlwonq 

Corcept{un ,verSa!. rnea:l1ng) 

ConrJuH ionfknO'lNn CtJ,'ierJt cf J the concept) 

DCf'()t a llon(~lIlndtv,d~l$ re-

I ferreclloby the melJn-
~ ,n9) 

Individual(th iS ~rt,c.lJ ro r IndiVi
dual) 

To a season word "Spring", 76 words are associated; to " Mother", 69; to " Politician", 

not less than 149. Every corresponding word seems to accom plish its commu ni cation 

keeping a 1: 1 relation with the proposed word, not dest roying its whole harmon y . 

Therefore , we ha ve to grasp the meaning of a word in a harmony of 1 to 1 relation 

as well as 1 to many. 

7 S. Ullmann , Op. cit. pp. 62-3. 

R J. B. Carroll, Language alld Thought, pp. 40- 2. 
9 Cf. Indian Epistemology, by P. T. Raju 

Philosophy East and West , Volume XIV, Number 3 and 4, Oct. 1964. p. 327. 
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7. 3 We must also ponder the explication of a ' word written In a dictionary. We usually 

refer to the dictionary when we meet a misty word in some article or when we want 

to explain the meaning of a word to somebody. We are able to find the required explication 

of the word with ease_ But in any cases we feel it is inexact and inaccurate. We are often 

obliged to feel that the explication is closely akin to what we expected, but not just exactly 

what we expected_ This indicates that a meaning is never simple. Then what is meaning? 

In the case of the preceding meterials ... season words, family words and names of profes

sions .. . the lexical meaning is really formal and is constit uted of a genus which classifies 

and species which differentiates. But the meaning used in everyday life is far from the fixed 

lexical meaning: 

7 . 4 We must now consider the harmony of 1 to 1 and 1 to many relationships. It is 

certain that one corresponding word associated with a certain word which indi vidually 

cannot be the meaning of the word, however, forms its real meaning. To express it in a 

more scientific way, the meaning of a word is a collection of words which is associated 

or corresponds with it psychologically or contextually. A collection (SET in mathematics) 

needs a certain order . We cannot say now ~ust what the order of the collection is nor 

whether it would submit to mathematical formulization. We can only assume the following 

chart as perhaps indicating the association field for a certain word: 

.. - .... ,- .... .- - , • , 
• - e- • • • • 

• ~ 
~ • \ 

4---\---

'eo • 
-- . -. -

(The pla te signifies the whole meaning field of a word. The points are the associated words 

and their size indicates their frequ ency . Every class is a word -group based on analogical 
resem blance. ) 
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(VIII) 

S.1 The conclusion of this paper is that the meaning of a word is grasped as a collective 

structure (Set) of words psychologically associated with the central coreword. The corres

ponding words, if we limit the reaction to one particular reactor, would turn . out to be an 

enumeration of the designata related to the definiendum rather than an elucidation of the 

essence of the definiendum. We stand, however, on the thesis that only the collection of 

the corresponding words is the meaning of the proposed word. However, empirical or 

pragmatic it may seem, the meaning of a word should always come out completely in the 

sum total of the meaning of those who use the word. 

In other words, the problem is that we can hardly estimate the quantity of the real mean

ing of the word in each individual 's thinking, recognition and using of the word. Students 

while learning or ignorant people may use some words with exceptional meanings since they 

learn the meaning of words by customary usage and imitation. In this case we can hardly 

find fault with the individual because of his exceptional use of the word. This exceptional 

meaning has the capability of changing the usual core-meaning the word has had. Of course 

people generally know the usual meaning which agrees with the central core-meaning. 

S.2 This kind of structure of word meaning may be a better method of understanding the 

meaning of an abstract and intentional word than explaining the word by merely designating 

a concrete and visible object. On the othr hand, this meaning structure forms the inside of 

the vocabularj structure; that is, it shows not only the st ructure of meaning but also 

J eflects the correlation of the words. The task is to find out how we could describe their 

relations technically. A collection or set is a mathematical conception. We shall ha ve to 

wait fo r a long time for the adaptation of this conception to semantics. 
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